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STRATEGIC 
OBJECTIVES
Maintain healthy student and 

member population
Generate value addition to the 

membership
Create recognition of the qualification

Foster multi-skilled competent staff
Enhance relationships with 

professionals and  academic 
institutions 

VISION
To be the most recognized 

qualification for middle level 
accounting professionals.

MISSION
To provide our students a route to success 
in life by helping them become competent 
middle level accountants who add value to 

their employers.

We provide our members an opportunity 
for career progression and networking, 
our staff an empowered and  enjoyable 

working environment, and education 
service providers an opportunity to 
develop their delivery competency 

while co-operating for mutual gain with 
accounting & academic institutions.

VALUES
Professionalism
Ready to change

Customer oriented
Passion for winning

Respect for all
Work together
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It’s my pleasure and privilege to share few thoughts at the last edition of the InSearch Magazine for 
2021.  I hope having its emphasis on SMEs and the enterprising mindset makes it exciting to indulge in 
reading this final edition of InSearch for the year. 

By all accounts, 2021 was another challenging year. But I recall with much pleasure that despite the 
challenges principally shaped by the COVID outbreak, we at AAT have been brought together, closer 
and stronger to serve our stakeholders without any lapses and even in reaching new milestones all of 
which add value to the membership you own with this Association. Even though we were physically 
made distant due to the pandemic, we have taken all initiatives to enhance your knowledge and update 
you with contemporary issues through hybrid events, our continued series of webinars, and other virtual 
interactions and now at the end of the year, with this resourceful InSearch for our valued readership.

As we are almost at the retirement of the ongoing year, I feel it’s worth taking a moment to reflect on how we started this year, managed 
and even succeeded in order for us to have a strong welcome to the New Year which is awaiting its entry. Let me wish you all the 
strength, wisdom and fortune to lay a solid foundation for the New Year.

Enjoy reading!

Tishanga Kumarasinghe

I’m delighted to address you, the valued members of this formidable organization through the 
final release of the InSearch for 2021 presented as a worthy resource for your year- end value 
collection. The Membership Committee entrusted with presenting the InSearch magazine is 
excited to have its final issue with its key focus on the SMEs and the value of entrepreneurship 
which are undoubtedly the most looked forward to topics of the time. We as AAT Members are 
more connected to SMEs as most of us serve this indispensable yet at times neglected sector of 
the country. 

I believe this periodical publication is no doubt bringing together knowledge and experience that 
would even benefit you in unleashing the hidden entrepreneurial spirit in you and enhancing 
your understanding of the SMEs. I’m sincerely grateful to all the distinguished resource personnel 
who shed light with their valued articles in to this magazine and some of AAT members who came 

forward to share their expertise. My heartiest appreciation is also extended to the Membership Committee, the Governing 
Council, CEO and the staff of AAT for their unstinted support in facilitating the preparation and presentation of this publication 
for you.

As always, let me invite you to avail of the myriad of opportunities offered to you by AAT in enhancing your competencies 
towards a continued professional development. Let me also wish you an unparalleled new year 2022!

Sunil Wanigabadu

I’m sincerely pleased to pen my thoughts at the release of the 2nd and the final issue of the 
InSearch for the year 2021. I’m confident that the key deliverables of this resourceful compilation 
with its main focus on the SMEs and the enterprising mindset would definitely be inspirational 
and relevant. 

At AAT, we would always look forward to create avenues for you to march in the direction of 
achieving your continuous development. I perceive the InSearch as one of the greatest sources 
AAT offers you to add value to your knowledge and to be up to date in the industry. 

I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the praiseworthy efforts of the Membership Committee 
of AAT Sri Lanka in arranging this strong periodical publication for the benefit of our valued 
member fraternity whom we always value and are passionate about.  I also wish to thank my 
colleagues at the Governing Council, the CEO and the staff of AAT for their tremendous work 
which lead AAT in achieving excellence despite many challenges even in this new normalcy. 

It is my perception that a year should end with lots of learning even from failures and wonderful experiences for the dawning 
new year to be resourcefully fresh.  While wishing you an enterprising new year, let me invite you to have the InSearch in to 
your collection of learning experiences to enrich yourself.

Russel Fonseka

Message from the Chairman of the
Membership Committee

Message from the
Chief Executive Officer of AAT Sri Lanka

Message from the President of AAT Sri Lanka
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Prof. Ajantha S. Dharmasiri
Professor in Management,
Former Director of Postgraduate Institute of 
Management (PIM)
ajantha@pim.sjp.ac.lk

“Enterprising”
Mindset for SME Leaders

Introduction

“If you just work on stuff that you like and you’re passionate 
about, you don’t have to have a master plan with how 
things will play out.”, so said Mark Zuckerberg, the founder 
of Facebook. It highlights the mind of an entrepreneur. 
As it is in the case of global and regional, the relevance of 
entrepreneurs to the economic growth of Sri Lanka is very 
high. It is worthwhile to explore the role of an entrepreneur in 
the Sri Lankan context. This article is an attempt to highlight 
such salient features, with special emphasis on the SMEs in 
Sri Lanka. 

Entrepreneurship in Focus
It is interesting to investigate what entrepreneurship is all 
about. The textbook description tells us that it is the capacity 
and willingness to develop, organize and manage a business 
venture along with any of its risks in order to make a profit. 
The most obvious example of entrepreneurship is the starting 
of new businesses. 

As we know, in economics, entrepreneurship combined with 
land, labor, natural resources and capital can produce profit. 
Entrepreneurial spirit is characterized by innovation and risk-
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taking and is an essential part of a nation’s ability to succeed 
in an ever changing and increasingly competitive global 
marketplace. 

I still remember learning entrepreneurship in my MBA 
program at the Postgraduate Institute of Management (PIM) 
with Dr. Travis Perera. In fact, one out of five graduates of 
PIM end up in becoming an entrepreneur. The term “gale of 
creative destruction” still echoes in my mind. It is the term 
used by Joseph Schumpeter, a veteran on entrepreneurship, 
about replacing whole or in part inferior offerings across 
markets and industries, simultaneously creating new 
products and new business models. 

Against the Wind  
Entrepreneurship is often associated with true uncertainty, 
particularly when it involves something really novel, whose 
market did not already exist. However, even if a related 
market already exists, nothing guarantees that room exists 
for a particular new entry. Risk taking is part and parcel of it. 
“When everything seems to be going against you, remember 
that the airplane takes off against the wind, not with it”, so 
said Henry Ford, founder of Ford Motor Company.

Discussing more on Henry Ford, an icon of the same breed, we 
can see the way he earned the seed capital for his enterprise 
by working as an engineer at the Edison Illuminating Company 
in Detroit, USA. Ford also fundamentally changed lifestyles by 
making available a vehicle, the Model T, that vastly extended 
people’s range of movement. He had a profound impact 
on manufacturing industry. The moving assembly line he 
designed to build his cars was the signal breakthrough of the 
Industrial Age. 

Among the other pioneering entrepreneurs of the world, 
one name comes to my mind is Thomas Edison. What do you 
say about the man who gave the world the electric light, the 
phonograph, talking motion pictures and more than 1,300 
other patented inventions? Moving beyond the innovation, he 
was also able to exploit the profit potential in his creations, an 
entrepreneurial bent that asserted itself when Edison was a 
teen-ager, printing a newspaper in the baggage car of a rolling 
train and then selling copies to passengers. His impact on the 
way people live was and is pervasive. As a combination of 
inventive genius and entrepreneurial flair, he stands special. 

Sir Richard Branson, who was hailed by the BBC as the world’s 
first “Astropreneur” who attempts to venture into space 
tourism with his Virgin Galactic project was asked about 
his motivation towards success. He answered profoundly. 
“My biggest motivation? Just to keep challenging myself. 
I see life almost like one long University education that I never 
had,  everyday I’m learning something new”. It is worthwhile 
reflecting on it and relating to us to see the mind of an 
acclaimed entrepreneur. 

Entrepreneurs at the Pinnacle
The Forbes magazine list of world’s top ten entrepreneurs 
is USA-concentrated, exclusively male, and dominated by 
tech-founders. One sure commonality is that each person 
on the list has built his business from the ground up–and, 

ultimately, used his/her power and money to do two things: 
invest in charitable aims and solve the problems of global 
development.

Jeff Bezos, the founder, and CEO of the e-commerce giant 
Amazon, with a net worth of $131 Billion occupies the top 
slot. He tops the list of richest entrepreneurs. Bill Gates, 
the founder of the PC software firm Microsoft Corporation, 
with a net worth of $97 billion, Gates is at number two on 
the list. Warren Buffet, one of the most successful investors 
of our time, with a net worth of $82 billion, is in the third 
place. It is interesting to note that as the owner of the 
Berkshire Hathaway, having governing control over more 
than 60 companies, he has pledged to donate 99% of his 
wealth towards charities. We can clearly see the diversity 
of personalities in the top three slots highlighting the wide 
range of thinking patterns of leading entrepreneurs. 
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Sri Lankan Entrepreneurs
Small and Medium-Scale Enterprises (SMEs) in Sri Lanka 
account for 80% - 90% of the total number of enterprises, and 
the development of the sector is the key for resilient national 
economies, according to  the Asian Development Bank. The 
Asia SME Finance Monitor notes that the SMEs contributed 
to 30% of GDP, 20% of exports, 30% of the production value 
added in the manufacturing sector and employed 35% of the 
total workforce. The backbone of this is entrepreneurship.

The spirit of Sri Lankan entrepreneurship has been a beacon 
of hope for the nation. Sri Lankan Entrepreneurship has taken 
the lead in fostering growth and economic development, 
creating, and sustaining businesses in challenging 
environments and has gone to yield outstanding results for 
the country.

The Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry of 
Sri Lanka (FCCISL) salutes these outstanding and enterprising 
people by recognizing and rewarding them through a 
prestigious awards programme running for over 20 years. Sri 
Lankan Entrepreneur of the year is recognized as Sri Lanka’s 
Premier Entrepreneurship Awards and has been recognizing 
business success in Sri Lanka for so many years. This gives an 
opportunity for a broad range of businesses from across the 
country to celebrate and showcase their excellence. 

According to FCCISL sources, a  unique facet of Sri Lankan 
Entrepreneur of the Year Awards is its emphasis on 
recognizing regional business talent. The national level 
awards are the culmination of regional shows that recognize 
businesses in the Southern, North Central, North Western 
and Central, Western, North, East, Uva and Sabaragamuwa 
provinces. The FCCISL has started awarding Sri Lankan 
entrepreneurs annually, under the categories of Sri Lankan 
Entrepreneur, Women Entrepreneur, Young Entrepreneur, and 
the Most Innovative Entrepreneur. It opens up opportunities for 
a wider cross section of the Sri Lankan business, suggesting 
many  prospective paths for budding entrepreneurs. 

Way Forward 
“It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to 
ruin it. If you think about that, you’ll do things differently.” 
That is valuable advice from Warren Buffet, whom I admire 
as a silent leader. It is relevant to all leaders in order to have 
the right mindset. It is an invitation not only to be effective 
but also to be ethical. 

Instead of finding comfort of the seashore of a stable 
organization, trend-setters may enjoy launching a ship into 
a rough sea. That journey is entrepreneurship. With the 
required mindset of creativity and confidence, one can clearly 
see a dream and cleverly pursue the dream. That is possible 
in multiple fields adding much value to the SME sector in Sri 
Lanka. 
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Dr Premasiri Gamage
Ph.D, MBA, FCBA, B.COM(Sp), SAT,APFA, 
AMA,PG DIP. In Mgt(USJ), MIMGgt, MSLEAPG 
Dip in Sociology (USJ) , MSLQA

Emerging Challenges for
SMEs in Sri Lanka

Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) form a high impact- 
making dynamic wheel of the socio-economic structure 
in any developing country. Development or decline of 
the SME sector spreads its impact via the national and 
area-bound economy, unemployment issue, poverty 
alleviation, quality of life, educational level and many 
more. In addition, it serves as the breeding field for 
national and global level entrepreneurs. In terms of 
economic volume, the Banking Survey (2006/ 2007) 
done by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) 
of the SME Market in Sri Lanka, reveals that the SMEs 

constitute 80 – 90% of the total establishments and 
20% of the industrial value addition together with 70% 
employment opportunities generated in the business 
sector. Authoritative sources indicate that SMEs 
contribute up to 52% of the GDP. Over 90% of the 
total businesses of the agricultural sector represent 
the SME segment. The whole scenario is an indicator 
of the significance of the SME sector in the contexts of 
national economy and the social development map in 
Sri Lanka.
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Despite its inherent importance and practical potential to 
be the vibrant contributor to the overall development of the 
country, the power of the SME sector is yet to be unleashed 
via a cluster of effective policies, and methodologies. The 
prevailing constraints include multiple factors ranging from 
intrinsic attitudinal and habitual barriers which are self-limiting 
to less capacities and capabilities to be winning enterprises 
to escalating operational costs. Lack of entrepreneurship 
seems to be a key obstacle. It is evident that, most of the 
SMEs regularly encounter a series of problems, and are 
under-performing without a planned and steady journey. In 
fact, our practical experience with the SMEs reveals the fact 
that the “survival” is the biggest challenge in their day-to-day 
business. Instead of growth-bound strategies, “Operation for 
survival” and “Crisis Management” are the key operational 
modes used by a majority of SMEs. Many development- 
focused support models are demanded by the wake-up calls 
emerging today if the country requires to get the optimum 
harvest of the SME sector. 

Apart from that, we are living in a fast-changing world 
impacted by the global village effect where our SMEs are 
exposed to an environment of rapidly shifting consumer 
habits, exponentially developing technologies, increased 
global competitiveness even on our rural lands and many 
more emerging situations. The battle field for SMEs is ever 
changing and becoming more complicated. This evolving 
dynamic environment is posing a series of new challenges 
to the SMEs in Sri Lanka and the other developing countries, 
compelling the entrepreneurs, governments, SME-related 
chambers and associations, business consultants and 
mentors, academics and the other organizations and 
personnel supporting SME development to view in a visionary 
manner and act in a non- traditional way providing their 
individual and collective contribution in order to unlock the 
real economic value of the SME sector, allowing it to yield the 
enhanced social value addition. The purpose of this article 
is to reveal about some emerging challenges for SMEs in Sri 
Lanka enabling the interested and responsible stakeholders 
to explore more about such challenges and design and 
implement precise solution models that can enable the SMEs 
to face these challenges.

Digitalization & Social networking
Digitalization has been taking an exponential growth pattern. 
The adaptability of its applications for business development 
is multi-faceted and its degree is ever increasing. It can be 
successfully manipulated for local and global marketing, 
product improvement, productivity improvement, operational 
accuracy enhancement, cost reduction, and many more 
aspects intertwined with SME development. In almost all SME 
segments of product or service-based industries and trading 
firms, digital applications and e- commerce will automatically 
be placed on the high priority list of requirements for them 
to be competitive. However, current situation reveals that the 
Sri Lankan SMEs are backward in this aspect. 

As an example, social networks are increasingly and profitably 
used by many companies in developed countries. When used 
effectively, it is a powerful process to engage consumers 
and suppliers, together with the other public in product 

development. This is called co-creation. It provides insights 
and extremely valuble ideas of outsiders, basically customers 
in product designing, marketing, after sales activities and 
a host of business development processes. This practice 
speeds up the development cycle and establishes customer 
loyalty. 

In this context, SMEs of tomorrow will have to be equipped 
with ICT and digitalization enabling mind-sets, awareness, 
knowledge and tools in order to capture the full benefit 
package of the serving markets. Increased digital applications 
will no longer be an option for SMEs, but a must for the 
survival and development. E-readiness of SMEs will be a prime 
concern within the atmosphere of emerging challenges.

Accessing up-to-date technology
Technological improvements are continuously offering 
new machinery, tools, and processes that can be used 
by the businesses for profit optimization and business 
sustainability. In fact, companies create real wealth when 
they combine up-to-date technology with new ways of doing 
business. SMEs who are away from this practice will face 
the danger of being phased out from the competition. The 
prevailing reality of very weak usage of up-to-date technology 
by the SMEs will pose a threat to their survival unless they 

make a shift towards accessing the new technology. The 
shift will undoubtedly be possible if the SMEs are enabled to 
access up-to-date technology. Traditional mind-sets, short-
term focus on business operation, lack of awareness on 
technological improvements, costs of technology acquisition, 
less preparedness of supporting national mechanisms etc 
would be obstacles in this regard.  
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Greening Enterprises 
“Greening a business” is a fast-popularizing strategic business 
approach irrespective of the size of the business. A green 
business formulates and adopts strategies and policies that 
ensure a sustainable future with positive environmental 
concerns and increased quality of life of its customers, 
employees and community. It reduces energy consumption, 
carbon footprint, environmental damage and supports 
environmental and human sustainability. Global surveys 
reveal that “greening” provides a competitive advantage for 
the businesses, improves customer acceptance, increases 
community engagement which strengthens the enterprise 
image, and a host of other business advantages in addition 
to its unique contribution to environmental conservation 
(Ref: www.earthshare.org). In its real sense, economic 
development should be achieved without harming the planet 
and communities. Greening business was initially limited to 
corporate businesses, but it is been speedily absorbed by 
the SME territory owing to its high relevance. More powerful 
waves on “green employment” are taking shapes and the SMEs 
should be ready to encounter the situation when they reach 
the shores. Inclusion of “Environmental Entrepreneurship” in 
all relevant areas will be an absolute need. Green business 
members of the SME community will have a significant 
advantage over the others in terms of sales, profits, goodwill 

and sustainability. Greening will 
be a compulsory factor soon 
when engaging in international 
business.

Mega competition by 
large companies
It is evident that the competition 
by big scale businesses is 
systematically protruding into the 
SME market. Gradually expanding 
super markets in strategic 
locations is a clear indicator in this 
regard. The trend will continue 
in many folds and more big 
companies will open up mega 
super markets, departmental 
stores and super markets in 
strategic cities and mini super 
markets in suburbs and remote 
locations flashing an increased 
challenge for the SMEs. The policy 
of strengthening the shoulders 
is more sensible when you are 
receiving more and more weight 
on your shoulders, than requesting 
for lightening the weight. Similarly, 
the strategies, practices, tools, 

systems, mechanisms should be explored and implemented 
to overcome this challenge which has already commenced 
raising its head.    

Market mind-set shifts and Knowledge gaps
Consumer mind-sets and the resultant habits are continuously 
being shaped by the accruing knowledge, forceful media, 
internet and many other factors. These dramatic shifts are 

widening the gap between what the SMEs think about the 
consumers and their wants and needs and the real consumer 
thinking, wants and needs. Situation will worsen with the 
fact that the consumers are becoming more knowledgeable 
than the SMEs in most of the occasions, especially in respect 
of product/ service related and relevant business-related 
areas. The knowledge gap weakens the customer loyalty 
and customer relations. Less entrepreneurial capability and 
the static attitudinal nature of SMEs generates a barrier to 
visualize the relevant shifts in the first place and then to 
act accordingly, resulting in the weakened competitiveness. 
SME related consumer research, mentoring organizations, 
business development training, state sponsored SME 
development initiatives will have a vital role to play in 
addressing this situation. 

Intensive entrepreneurship demand
Entrepreneurship in full scale reflects consumer- centered 
marketing approaches against product or service centered 
ones, creative initiatives for business maintenance 
and development, business planning, cash-flow linked 
financial discipline, product/ service quality improvements, 
environmental entrepreneurship and more. The future will 
demand a grown entrepreneurship from SMEs. Survival and 
development- focused requirements will include business 
operations supported by many entrepreneurially attracted 
tools and strategies such as “energy strategy” which is a 
working paper setting out how energy will be managed in 
the business. Current observations and analyses on SMEs 
do agree with the fact that the level of entrepreneurship of 
SMEs should be strengthened significantly.   All emerging 
challenges are wake up calls for the SMEs to compel them 
to think that they should acquire intensive entrepreneurial 
capabilities. The external facilitation of an enabling business 
environment and provision of tools and processes would 
not be a fully qualified solution to face the business future. 
Emerging conditions demand intensive entrepreneurship 
from the SMEs if they want to reap the full benefit. It is so in 
respect of reaping the best harvest in terms of economic and 
social development too. 

Proliferation of imports of products from 
emerging global markets.
Consumer attraction towards the products in-bound from 
the emerging global markets is becoming greater. More and 
more products are imported from India and China (out of 
BRIC countries) and countries such as Japan and Thailand. The 
trend is aggravating pushing the local manufacturing segment 
of SMEs in to a difficult corner. The impact of this challenge, 
not only squeezes the manufacturing segment, it replaces 
the loosing layers of manufacturing with trading, altering the 
SME composition adversely. Handling this situation definitely 
requires more specific planning and implementations while 
state policies and SME support schemes, entrepreneur 
education and empowerment, initiatives of business 
chambers and associations will have positive engagements in 
framing solution strategies in addition to the focused efforts 
to be exercised by the SMEs themselves. 

Access to business financing
Costs are already escalating; markets and profits for SMEs are 
shrinking compelling the SMEs to look for more borrowing 
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for survival, not for business expansion. In contrast, Banking 
institutions are taking extreme precautions in lending as they 
are worried about recovery despite the fact that Banks operate 
SME support units with SME lending schemes. The outcome 
is that the SMEs become too large for micro financing and too 
small for commercial financing, narrowing down the business 
financing options practically available for SMEs. The resultant 
environment of highly structured lending processes with no 
option for flexibility will serve no purpose in terms of SME 
development unless corrective actions are taken in devising a 
pro-development mechanism for the SMEs to have access to 
finance when required. Understanding the total picture of the 
challenge is extremely important for the solution providers to 
design and implement the integrated solution consisting with 
horizontal and vertical solution models. 

Increasing demand for SME-related research
SME- related research has not yet been a priority item in the 
agenda in Sri Lanka. Even to assess the current situation of 
SMEs in Sri Lanka, the facts and data available are extremely 
insufficient and understanding of trends and patterns 
is difficult. However, designing and formulating policies, 
development- led solutions, and sourcing for appropriate 
tools in order to face the emerging challenges require vital 
information on the SME sector, its behavior and its potential. 
Enabling and strengthening of initiatives for conducting 
SME Research is absolutely essential for this purpose. Since 
the challenges are emerging in continuously, Sri Lanka 
should have a dynamic process of performing SME- related 
research. Logical and scientific analysis of research findings, 
making them available for policy and strategy formulation 
and decision making, and full-scale usage of them instead 
of treating them only as academic support material are 
associated important factors.     

SME development enabling policies 
Availability of a comprehensive SME policy which is a 
sector development- focused synergic formulation with a 
360-degree coverage is extremely vital in order to enable the 
SMEs to overcome the emerging challenges and competitively 
move forward. The well-designed policy is the basis for fully 
functional enabling environment. This vital need should not 
be overshadowed by incongruent, loosely-bound, policy-like 
pieces of material. Compatibility with the global and regional 
SME policies should be a qualitative feature of the SME policy. 

Promotion of woman-led enterprises
Women entrepreneurship is apparently in a backward stage 
in Sri Lanka. Although the actual research- based hard facts 
are not available, our experiences in working with SME 
community provide a clue that the woman-led enterprises 
do not exceed 15%. Advancing global and regional SME 
development support systems are more focusing on 
supporting woman-led enterprises. If the current situation 
continues, SME sector will not be able to accrue the benefits 
from the emerging, well designed support systems dedicated 
for women entrepreneurship development. Attracting more 

women to start up SMEs, establishing their commitment, 
and creating enabling environment for them to continue the 
business are vital components of the relevant challenge.    

Internationalization of SME marketing
“Internationalization” refers to the increasing of geographical 
spread of economic activities across the national boundaries. 
Evolutionary environments will enable the SMEs to be 
internationalized if they are ready to climb up the ladders 
to get into the next level of business. Although the potential 
for internationalization is created, the foreseeable concerns 
will include the readiness of SMEs for internationalization 
together with the product/ quality adherence, creation 
of enabling environment, prevalence of market research 
strength and many more associated factors. State policy will 
be a strong enabler in preparing and motivating the SMEs 
for internationalization. A multi- stakeholder approach will 
be necessary to overcome this challenge. Focused efforts, 
if exercised precisely, will accrue significant results in SME 
development.

Uprising media effect
Propagation of media effect, both of electronic and print 
is setting an impactful trend on enterprise operation and 
consumer behavior. Comparatively, electronic media is 
more powerful and the media pressure generally directs 
on challenging the enterprises to strictly observe the 
accountability to the state, the people and the planet and 
flashing positive or negative effects on business, short term 
and long term. While accountability- related media effects 
are justifiable and healthy in terms of social norms, SMEs will 
have to be ready to face this situation since managing the 
accountability aspect in full swing needs more resources and 
management talents. From the other component of flashing 
positive and negative effects on business by media, the 
negative effects will have to be eradicated using counteracting 
strategies by SMEs. The process of counteracting will be very 
costly or, sometimes, nearly impossible. The continuing and 
aggravating trend may pose a hard- bodied challenge for 
SMEs. 

Conclusion
There are two major implications associated with these 
emerging challenges. If they are not foreseen and appropriate 
steps are not taken, SME sector will face a setback flashing 
a negative impact on economic and social development 
territories while weakened breeding grounds will retard the 
probability of generating high calibre entrepreneurs. In a 
scenario where the emerging challenges are foreseen and 
appropriate steps are taken, the power of the SME sector can be 
unleashed to a significant level if the other SME development 
mechanisms are set in motion. Based on the undisputed fact 
that the SME sector is the backbone of the national economy 
and social development, all interested parties should make a 
serious note on the emerging challenges highlighted and yet 
to be uncovered and initiate appropriate actions to turn the 
tide to the advantage of the land.
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Business Sustainability:
a Comprehensive
Framework

Mohamed M. Shamil PhD.
Senior Lecturer | Department 
of Commerce & Financial 
Management,
University of Kelaniya.

S. M. A. K. Samarakoon PhD.
Senior Lecturer | Department 
of Commerce & Financial 
Management.
University of Kelaniya

Is business sustainability another management fad? The 
trends reported in the most recent KPMG sustainability 
reporting survey indicates that businesses worldwide are 
embedding sustainability initiatives into their strategy and 
practices. Some of the key findings of the KPMG Survey of 
Sustainability Reporting 2020 is shown in Figure 1. Similarly, 
a survey carried out by McKinsey & Company in 2020 also 
revealed that companies engaging in sustainability programs 
were more likely to generate value and such companies 
were following distinctive management practices. It seems 
sustainability is becoming imperative for the long-term 
survival and growth of today’s businesses. 

 80% of companies worldwide are engaging in 
sustainability reporting 

 North America has the highest sustainability reporting 
rate

 GRI is the dominant global standard for sustainability 
reporting

 Japan, Malaysia, and India are the leading 
 countries in Asia 
 Sustainability assurance is a major
 business practice
 Sri Lanka’s sustainability reporting rate is at 66%, which 

is lower than the global average

 Figure 1: Some of the Key Findings of KPMG Survey of 
Sustainability Reporting 2020
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What is Business Sustainability?
The concept of business sustainability can be viewed from 
two perspectives. A narrow view of sustainability would 
focus on reducing the negative impact of business on the 
environment and society. The narrow view is more in line 
with the triple bottom line proposed by Elkington in 1994. A 
broader view of sustainability attempts to solve sustainability 
issues occurring at the society level where the businesses 
would collaborate with government, NGOs, communities, 
and other key stakeholders. The broad view of business 
sustainability focuses on creating a sustainable business 
ecosystem. Business sustainability has evolved beyond the 
notion of complying with regulations and adopting best 
practices to create an inclusive sustainability agenda.

The Sustainability Governance Framework 
(SGF)
A business entity that intends to transform from a traditional 
business entity to a genuinely sustainable business may 
consider adopting the sustainability governance framework 
(see Figure 2). The framework consists of 4 components that 
focus on internal sustainability governance aspects to external 
sustainability governance aspects. Internal sustainability 
governance focuses on integrating sustainability into the 
existing framework in a business entity, which may lead 
to organizational transformation. External sustainability 
governance focuses on partnering with external stakeholders 
to audit and report the outcomes of sustainability initiatives 
and communicate the sustainability achievements to the key 
stakeholders.

Figure 2: Sustainability Governance Framework (SGF)

Sustainability strategy and practices
Sustainability strategy and practices refer to embedding 
sustainability into business strategy. Recognizing 
sustainability as a core value of a business is among the 
initial steps of embedding sustainability into business 
strategy and organizational practices. For example, Dilmah’s 
mission statement reflects the attention paid by the 
company to sustainability matters. Similarly, DIMO identifies 
‘accountability’ as one of the core values of the company. 
Cargills (Ceylon) identifies reducing environmental impact 
and improving the communities as a core value.

Sustainability strategy and practices go beyond simply 
adopting economic, social, and environmental sustainability 
practices in response to sustainability demands. The top 
management or the owners should drive the sustainability 
program of a business entity because it requires managerial 
and employee commitment and resources to implement 
sustainability-driven change. Ideally, business entities shall 
engage in design thinking to understand how sustainability 
can be integrated into business strategy, existing 
organizational systems and processes. For example, Nestle 
Sri Lanka has introduced paper straws for a ready to drink 
beverage in Sri Lanka. The company intends to eliminate 90 
million plastic straws reaching the environment. This phase 
can be considered a holistic phase to establish sustainability 
from the top to the bottom layers of a business entity. Some 
of the sub-elements of this phase shall include the following. 

 Identifying sustainability as a core value

 Leadership 

 Managerial and employee commitment

 Holistic sustainability program

 Resource allocation

Sustainability performance
Sustainability performance means assessing the outcome 
of the business sustainability initiatives adopted by a 
business entity. Identifying the sustainability indicators (key 
performance indicators) related to the sustainability program 
of a business entity is an initial step of this phase. It shall be 
performed as a part of developing the holistic sustainability 
program mentioned under sustainability strategy and 
practices. Second, data should be collected to determine the 
level of achievement of the sustainability indicators.

Several international standards, guidelines, and frameworks 
outlining sustainability performance indicators and metrics 
have been adopted by business entities worldwide. Some of 
the common sustainability indicators are sown in Figure 4. 
However, some sustainability reporting frameworks consist of 
sustainability indicators like Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), 
and World Business Council for Sustainable Development 
(WBSD). The sustainability metrics proposed by the Institution 
of Chemical Engineers (IChemE) is applicable for process 
industries. Currently, the European Union is in the process 
of introducing a corporate sustainability reporting directive.

Sustainability Governance Framework

Sustainability 
Strategy and 

Practices

Sustainability 
Performance

Sustainability 
Reporting

Sustainability 
Assurance

Internal

External

Figure 3: Mission Statements

Company Mission

Dilmah to build value through operational 
excellence and leading the transition to a 
sustainable planet and society

DIMO Create value responsibility
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Figure 4: Sustainability Indicators

Sustainability reporting
Sustainability reporting is a holistic reporting framework to 
disclose the progress of sustainability initiatives pursued by 
business entities.  There are several frameworks or guidelines 
on sustainability reporting, and GRI remains the most popular. 
Using internationally recognized sustainability reporting 
guidelines has several benefits. Yet, such guidelines may have 
shortcomings because such international guidelines may fail 
to address context-specific issues. Dilmah and Hiradaramani 
are some of the business entities in Sri Lanka that applies the 
UNGC reporting framework.  45 companies in Sri Lanka are 
signatories to the UNGC framework. Figure 5 outlines some 
of the contemporary sustainability reporting frameworks and 
guidelines. 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

United Nations Global Compact (UNGC)

World Business Council for Sustainable Development 
(WBCSD)

Climate Disclosure Project (CDP)

EU Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD)

National Green Reporting System of Sri Lanka (NGRS)

Figure 5: Sustainability Reporting Standards,
Guidelines, and Frameworks

Sustainability 
Dimension

Sustainability 
Indicators

Sustainability strategy Statement on sustainability
and practices

Environmental sustainability GHG emissions, CO2 
emissions, Energy 
consumption, Water 
consumption, Land use, 
Environmental accidents and 
spills, Solid and liquid waster

Social sustainability No. of female employees, 
No. of differently-abled 
employees, Average training 
hours

 Injury frequency, Employee 
turnover, No. of community 
development programs, 
Facilities for community

Economic sustainability Revenue, Net income, EBIT, 
Taxes paid, Total assets

Sustainability Assurance
Sustainability assurance is an external assurance process 
performed by an independent third-party verifier against 
accepted sustainability reporting standards. The business 
that embeds sustainability assurance into its sustainability 
governance framework can improve the stakeholders’ trust 
and disclose the creditability and reliability of sustainability 
information. The standards widely adopted to provide 
sustainability assurance are ISAE 3000 and AA 1000.

Implementation of SGF  
The SGF proposed in this short paper is based on literature, 
research and organizational practice. The real-world 
application of the SGF shall depend on many factors and 
organizational attributes. Large public entities are more 
likely to implement a comprehensive SGF as proposed, 
whereas SMEs will find it challenging to apply SGF. 
Business entities regarded as sustainability leaders 
have been found to have a comprehensive sustainability 
program emanating from the board of directors, business 
strategy to the lowest layers in the organization. Whereas 
sustainability laggards, business entities that adopt 
sustainability initiatives in an ad-hoc or selective manner 
have not been able to reap the benefits of a sustainable 
business model. It has come to light that sustainability 
initiatives of business entities in Sri Lanka are philanthropy 
driven. Hence, there is an urgent need to infuse a culture 
of a strategy-driven sustainability program to sustain any 
strategic advantage developed by business entities in an 
uncertain and complex business environment.
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LEADING AN
INNOVATIVE
BRAND AS A
SUCCESSFUL
WOMAN
ENTREPRENEUR Anuradha Herath

Executive Director, Java Lounge 

What inspired you to come up with this 
uncommonly attractive brand name, Java 
Lounge?
Java could mean many things. Arabica coffee beans are 
mainly produced in Java Island, Indonesia. Java is also a 
programming language. Programmers live on coffee. And our 
first Java Lounge happened to be on Jawatta Road. All these 
were put together and JAVA LOUNGE was created.

The main concept in this business is just a 
cafe. So what were you thinking in making 
it somewhat unique when compared with 
the competitors ?
We have made it into a COFFEE HOUSE instead of a café. 
At Java Lounge we have created a very homely atmosphere 
for our customers where they can have business meetings, 
entrepreneurs can come up with new ideas, youngsters can 
meet up with friends while enjoying coffee and desserts and 
even mothers can have a relaxed time after dropping their 
kids off to preschool or school. Another unique factor about 
Java Lounge is that we are a real coffee house where we serve 
only coffee, desserts, sandwiches and finger foods and hence 
giving a fast service whereas the majority of the cafes in Sri 
Lanka are serving meals.

Even though you achieved greater heights 
today in your business, there may be ups 
and downs in your journey. You are the 
one who really knows what they are. Can 
you share that wonderful story with us?
Looking back, we can be so proud about where Java Lounge is 
positioned today over the 8 years in operation. It was not an 
easy journey. Java Lounge has been blessed with an amazing 
team from top to bottom who are full of spirit and who take 
care of each other. We also take pride in the great coffee 
that we serve and how we take care of our customers. We 
were growing at a high speed but COVID  situation slowed 
everything down. In fact we opened a new outlet in Nugegoda 
and after 2 weeks , had to close it down due to the lockdown.  
But we are very hopeful that we will pick up soon.
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Today you are a successful entrepreneur 
and there is no doubt in that. In your  
opinion,  what were your SWOT (Strength, 
Weakness, Opportunities & Threats) as a 
business woman ?
It’s quite challenging for a woman to run a business if you are 
a mother, wife and a daughter.

From my point of view, the strengths as a business woman 
would be to have a good support system from home, specially 
from your husband. I see so many women in Sri Lanka who 
are well educated but their husbands restrict them from 
working. Such women are left with nothing to do once they 
become empty nesters. I have been lucky to have this great 
support system. You will always find me smiling and in high 
spirits.

Weaknesses of a business woman can be the fact that she 
has to attend to your spouse, house hold chores such as 
grocery shopping, maintaining the house cleanliness, kids’s 
school work and spending time with them, looking after or 
spending time with parents that can leave you very stressed 
at times. The family expects you to be a mother and wife 
and the business requires you to be a leader and show 
commitment.  But with a proper time management this 
weakness can be turned into strength of multi-tasking.

We see so many opportunities of expansion for Java 
Lounge. For our product and exclusive service, people love 
Java Lounge. We want to expand into areas such as Kandy, 
Hikkaduwa, Mirissa where the tourists will be visiting the 
most. We also have a plan to open up outlets outside of Sri 
Lanka in the near future.

Talking about threats faced, COVID situation has been the 
biggest threat for our growth in the  last two years. But then 
again, it’s not a specific problem for just us, but for the whole 
world. We really had to slow down and depend only on 
deliveries to survive.

You may have  had a huge competition and 
many challenges to face in this journey. 
So can you tell us how you could manage 
those effectively ?
We see so many cafes opening up in every corner in Colombo. 
However, if you do not provide high quality products and 
the service, they would not sustain. Ingredient costs are 
sky rocketing and the supply of high quality ingredients is 
limited these days. We are unable to increase the prices at 
the same pace that ingredient costs are increasing. It’s a huge 
challenge we face these days. Finding loyal staff is another 
huge challenge that we face. Unlike earlier times, most of the 
younger crowd is not loyal. They do not want to settle and 
stay in one place. They often take jobs for granted.
 
Under the perspective of being a woman, 
what are the particular hardships / 
challenges you have faced in this industry 
and how did you overcome them?
Coping with fear of failure has been a huge challenge for 
me. After an outlet is opened, you are anxious whether it will 
succeed or not. You would be thinking if it was the right thing 
to do after making such a huge investment.  The team has 
been really supportive. My husband and family has been so 
supportive with both my roles. They have helped me build my 
confidence and succeed. My husband is an entrepreneur so I 
find inspiration within home.
 
Finally, what would you like to share 
with the younger generation for them to 
become business leaders in future?

You would have spent most of your life studying what you 
like. Your parents would have spent so much on your studies. 
Please put your knowledge to work. Get some work experience 
before you start your own business. Do something different 
and give back something to your own country.
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M.A. PRIYANKA
Commissioner IRD,
MPA(SL) BSc(Hons) LLB(SL),
PGDip(PM), PGDip(Uni.Col),  Attorney – at – law, MAAT CPFA, , MCPM, 
Ce.Ad.Tax (U.S.A.),  Ce.Ad.Tax (Korea), Ce.Pm(Malaysia)

Review on challenges and
issues of TAX Evasion-with 
practical aspects
“The difference between Tax Avoidance 
and Tax Evasion is the thickness of a 
prison wall”

Denis Winston Healy
Secretary of State for
Tax Defense, Great Britain

The main goal of the tax authorities is to collect taxes in accordance with the law in such 
a manner that will sustain the confidence in the tax system. But some taxpayers have not 
followed the rules and some important principles introduced by the government and it 
could be identified as a weakness of tax administration. Loopholes of Tax law and social 
factors are the main reasons for non-compliance of tax payers. In order to avoid paying 
due tax on time, some of the taxpayers make tax planning for their own benefit too.

Tax Avoidance – Activities which reduce taxpayer’s tax liabilities in ways that 
were not intended when law was enacted. Tax avoidance always sees the loopholes in the 
tax law. In avoidance, taxpayer minimizes his tax liability by taking such ways and means 
which do not violate the law.

Tax Evasion – This is an illegal practice committed by a person or entity by 
deliberately distorting of facts in relation to the true tax liability, with the intention of non – 
payment of tax even after liability has been incurred. In Tax evasion, taxpayer deliberately 
misrepresents true position of his affairs with the view of the tax authorities to reduce the 
tax liability. Tax evasion includes not only an act of evasion itself, but also an attempt to 
evade with the intention of non-payment of tax.  
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Tax Gap
Broadly defined, the tax gap is the difference between the 
taxes that would be paid if all obligations were fully met in all 
instances, and taxes that are actually paid and collected.

Although it is sometimes seen as a measure of tax evasion 
or fraud, the tax gap is the result of both intentional and 
unintentional actions. For instance, non compliance can be 
due to:

 Deliberate choices (such as hiding income or over-claiming 
deductions/credits)

 Mistakes
 Ignorance of filing, reporting, and payment obligations
 Inability to comply (such as when a taxpayer declares 

bankruptcy and cannot pay their tax debt)
 Changes to tax rules and economic events

The two approaches on analyzing overall tax Gap
Top-down approach: Often used when looking at indirect domestic taxes like VAT/ Sales 
Tax, a top-down approach uses aggregate data (usually national accounts data or other 
data that is independent from tax data) to estimate the tax base. This base is then used 
to calculate a theoretical value of tax that should be paid and collected, by applying an 
effective tax rate. The actual amount of tax paid and collected is then subtracted from the 
theoretical value to estimate the tax gap.

Overall Tax Gap

Tax Evasion Tax Evasion

Tax gap components
The tax gap is comprised of three main components: non-
filing, underreporting and underpayment:

 The non-filing tax gap is the tax not paid on time by those 
who do not file the required returns on time.

 The underreporting tax gap is the net understatement of 
tax on timely filed returns.

 The underpayment tax gap is the amount of tax reported 
on timely filed returns that is not paid on time.

Policy Gap=

tax theoretically 
collectable under the 

general rules of tax law 
(i.e. if only ordinary ate, 
no exemptions, etc), i.e. 

Benchmark

tax theoretically 
collectable based on the 

applicable tax law

tax theoretically 
collectable based on the 

applicable tax law

tax actually collected

Compliance Gap=

National
Accounts Comparison Tax Returns

Tax Paid

Comparison

Compliance Gap

Compliance
Gap

Overall Tax Gap

Overall
Tax
Gap

Policy
Gap

Theoretical Tax

Benchmark Tax

Top Down Methodology
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Top Down Methodology 
Example - 1

Bottom – Up Methodology

Example -2

National
Account

Consumption 1bn

Tax
Administration
VAT Revenue

100 m

Benchmark VAT
200 m

Overall Tax Gap
100 m

Benchmark VAT
200 m

Standard
VAT rate

20%

National
Account

Consumption
1bn

Lower
goods
200 m

Reduced
VAT rate

10%

Standard
VAT rate

20%

Standard
goods
800 m

Theoretical
VAT Revenue

20+160=180

Bottom-up approach: Often used for direct taxes like income tax, a bottom-up approach uses 
administrative tax data to estimate a tax gap. In general, non-compliance is measured using a 
statistically representative sample of taxpayers that have been audited, which is then extrapolated 
to the entire taxpayer population to produce a tax gap estimate. This estimate of non-compliance 
is often based on data from audits or surveys.

Taxpayers’
Sample Analyzed

(via Audit, Survey etc)

Tax Due

Comparison

Compliance
Gap

Policy
Gap

Overall
Tax
Gap

Tax Paid Benchmark Tax
Due
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Example 

Tax Evasion – A Legal Aspect
Tax Evasion and Willful Element – 
From History.
Tax evasions may take place in various forms depending 
on the nature of the economic activities of the taxpayers. 
Hence, every taxing statue introduces separate provisions 
to define tax evasions. Sri Lankan tax authorities also have 
included certain definitions in relation to evasion when they 
introduced Income Tax for the first time with effect from 1st 
April 1932 by the section 87 (1) Income Tax Ordinance No 
2 of 1932.

New Legal Platform –
Act No. 24 of 2017
Tax Evasion – Section 189(1) of the Inland Revenue Act No. 
24 of 2017 has clearly identified the Tax Evasion. It is a good 
attempt to take prosecution.

A person who willfully evades or attempts to evade the 
assessment, payment or collection of tax or who willfully and 
fraudulently claims a refund of tax to which the person is not 
entitled, shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on 
conviction to a fine not exceeding ten million rupees or to 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years or to both 
such fine and imprisonment. 

Tax Evasion – A World Issue
Whilst tax avoidance is legal tax evasion is not. Like other 
frauds it is difficult to evaluate how much tax evasion takes 
place. One measure is the ‘tax gap’ being the difference 
between the amount of income that should be reported to 

the tax authorities and the amount that actually is reported. 
Murphy (2011) calculated that the tax gap in 145 countries 
(covering 98 per cent of the global GDP) amounted to 18 
per cent of global GDP (i.e. $ 1 in every $6 is not subject to 
taxation) and total amount of tax evaded was US$ 3.1 trillion. 
The top ten countries by value of tax evaded are shown in 
Table 3.5 and in each of those countries the value of tax 
evaded exceeded US$ 100 billion.

Tax Evasion
                    
Country  
 Estimated tax evaded
 US $ Billion

U.S.A 337.3

Brazil    280.1

Italy 238.7

Russia   221.0

Germany 215.0

France 101.1

Japan 101.0

China 134.4

United Kingdom 109.2

Spain 100.4
                                  

Source – Murphy 2011

Income
100

Income
100

Standard
PIT rate

30%

Standard
PIT rate

30%

Tax
Creadit

5

Benchmark
PIT
30

Benchmark
PIT
30

PIT paid
10

PIT paid
10

Theoretical
PIT
25

Theoretical
PIT
25

Overall
Tax Gap

20

Overall
Tax Gap

20

Compliance
Gap
15

Compliance
Gap
15

Policy
Gap

5
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Best Practices of Italy for 
Prevention of Tax Evasion
In recent years, several measures have been provided by the 
Italian government with a view to fight evasion (failure to pay 
or to declare); they have contributed to reduce the VAT gap. 

  A solution for “failure to pay”

Some measures have shifted the responsibility to pay VAT to 
those taxpayers deemed “more reliable” (split payment) or 
– in other cases – have shifted the VAT debt from the seller 
to the buyer whose transactions are easier to trace back 
(reverse charge).

Other measures – i.e. electronic quarterly transmission 
of invoice data and VAT payments – have accelerated the 
timing of the acquisition on part of the tax administration of 
data on the invoices and on VAT periodic settlements, with 
a view to timely warn the taxpayer about any irregularities 
and discrepancies and, in this way, to stimulate voluntary 
compliance. 

Electronic invoicing among private companies was made 
compulsory by the 2018 BL, as from January 2019 (1st July 
2018 for fuel sector, with the exception of service stations, 
and public subcontracts). 

Split Payment Mechanism
 Split payment mechanism has been introduced by 

budget law 2015 for the purchases of goods and 
services by Public Administration (B2G transactions)

 The public bodies “split” the payment of the invoice:
- Only the taxable amount has to be paid to the 

suppliers;
- The VAT payment has to be paid directly to a 

blocked VAT bank account of the Treasury.

 The main idea behind the VAT split payment 
mechanism is that the tax compliance of the PA is 
higher than that of its suppliers/providers.

 Ex - post Evaluation : the increase of domestic VAT 
revenue (2014/2016), net of the cyclical effect, due 
to the introduction of recent measures is evaluated 
in about 3.6 billion (2.5 billion in 2015 and billion in 
2016) 

Electronic Invoicing Obligation
 The electronic invoicing obligation allows the tax 

administration to acquire in real time the information 
contained in the invoices issued and received by 
traders. This results in an opportunity for carrying 
out a timely and automatic check of the consistency 
between VAT declared and paid.

 Foreseeable effects of increasing compliance in his 
VAT returns and payments. 

 In addition the data may be used by the tax 
administration to improve it.

 Activities of risk and control analysis, by making them 
more immediate and reliable in view of the high quality 
of the data and the timeliness of their acquisition. 
Some additional positive effects could possibly be 
observed in terms of faster payments of VAT refunds.

 The expected effect of electronic invoicing obligation is 
a drastic reduction of evasion from failure to declare. 
In a conservative estimation of the increase in revenue 
due to the elimination of cases of evasion countered 
by the requested measure, it is assumed that it will 
amount to at least 1.97 billion.

Conclusion

In order to protect the people of any country, legislation 
should be designed and processed to reduce opportunity for 
Evasion. Exchanging information, international agreement on 
combating tax evasion, and linking all the institutions in one 
umbrella will help to eradicate this situation too.
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.KldêlrK jD;a;slhd
         lDIsl¾udka;h lrd'''

rejka ùrisxy (MAAT)
- rejka ùrisxy wefidaisfhaÜia (Book Keeping & Accounting)
- udflaks lkai,aáka ^m%hsjÜ& ,sñgâ (Co-operate Consultants, Legal, Tax & Management)
- R N Flowers Market (Plants, Fertilizer, Pots and Seeds)

wm l=vd l< isgu isysk ujkjd' hï hï foa bf.k .kakjd' jD;a;Sh 

ksmqK;ajh <`.d lr .kakjd' jHdmdr f.dvk.kjd' ta w;suy;a 

n,dfmdfrd;a;= ie,iqï f.dkakla fmdÈ ne|f.k i;=re Wjÿre" ndysr 

n,fõ. fldhs fudfydf;a wfma Ôú; j, jákdu foaj,a wrka hhso@ 

ljqo okafka@ jßka jr wjia:d lsysmhl§ isÿjQ iudchSh" wd¾Ól" 

foaYmd,kuh iy wfkl=;a mdßißl jHik j, n,mEï fya;=fjka 

Wvq hál=re jQ .KldêlrK fiajd iemhSfï jHdmdr lghq;= wvmK 

ùfuka wk;=rej yd;amiskau fjkia jQ lDIsl¾udka;h ;=<ska Ôú;h 

Èkd.;a .KldêlrK jD;a;slfhl=f.a miqìï l:djhs wo Tng 

fuf,i È. yßkak ys;=fõ'

Covid-19 n,mEu fndfyda ñksiqkaf.a iqkaor Ôú; iyuq,skau úkdY 

l<d' Tjqkaf.a jD;a;Sh Ôú; wvmK l<d' tmuKlska fkdkej;S 

Tjqkaf.a wkd.; ie,iqï" ÿjd orejkaf.a wOHdmkh Wvqhál=re l< 

whqre wm wfma oEiska ÿgqjd' th w;sYfhdala;shla fkdjk nj wm 

ish`M fokdu ;¾lhlska f;drj ms<s.kakjd we;s'

rejka ùrisxy keue;s .KldêlrK jD;a;slhdf.a Ôú;ho by; lS 

Covid-19 n,fõ.h yd wfkl=;a n,mEï úiska w;a werefKa kE' ;uka 

jir .Kkdjla fjfyi uykaisfhka f.dvk.d .;a .KldêlrK 

jD;a;Sh fiajd Ôú;h ;u fiajd iemhqï wdh;ko wvmK lrñka" 

jir .Kkdjlg kej; ysi tiúh fkdyels ;eklg f.k tkq 

,enqjd' fuys§ m<uq fldg Tyq úiska —oeka wms fudlo lrkafka@˜ 

hk m%Yakh ;u ìß|f.ka úuiSï l<d iy kej; kej; idlÉPd 

l<d' ;u Èh‚jrekaf.a wkd.;h" úfYaIfhka wOHdmkh ms<sn`o 

úúO ie,iqï ls%hd;aul lrk wldrh ms<sn`oj is;kakg mgka .;a;d' 

fuu w¾nqoldÍ ;;a;ajh u`.yer .ksñka flfia fyda kej; Ôú;h 

f.dvk.d .kakg Tjqka i;= oekqu" Yla;sh" iïnkaOlï ish,a, tl;= 

lr w¨;ska hula isÿ lsÍug fofokd talu;slj ;SrKh l<d'

rejkaf.a jD;a;sh {dKh" jir .Kkdjl w;aoelSï iy m<mqreoao 

u; fuu jD;a;slhd È.ska È.g l,amkd fldg ;snqfKa ;u miqìug 

iïmQ¾Kfhka fjkia w¿;a jHdmdrhla f.dvke.Sughs' flfia kuq;a 

fuu Covid-19 ;;a;ajh iy wfkl=;a mdßißl idOl fkdfjkiaj 

;j wjqreÿ .Kkdjla mej;=k;a" th ndOdjlska f;drj mj;ajdf.k 

hdug yels jHdmdrhla úh hq;= nj fi!LH fiajfha ksr; ks,Odßkshla 

jk Tyqf.a ìß|f.ao woyi jqKd'
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jHdmdr wjia:djka iy jHdmdßl woyia .Kkla úYaf,aIKh lsÍfuka 

miqj fofokdf.au wjika ks.ukh jQfha lDIsl¾udka;hg iu.dó 

jHdmdrhla wdrïN lsÍu iqÿiqh hkakh' th rgg;a" m%foaYhg;a" 

mjq,g;a" úfYaIfhkau mßirhg;a ys;ldó ùu" ,dNh blaujd 

,efnk m%;s,dNh f,i .Kkh fldg ;snqKd' ;jo" lDIsl¾udka;h 

wdYs%; fujeks jHdmdrhl§" ;dlaIKsl fjkiaùï u; yd wfkl=;a 

fjkialï j, n,mEï u; fkdfjkiaj mj;sk ksIamdokhla ùu" 

ld,h;a iu. b;d l=vd fjkialï u; ksrka;rfhka w.h jeäjk 

ksIamdokhla ùu" f.j;= iy .Dy w,xlrKh iEu ;rd;srul 

mqoa.,fhl=f.au Ôjkd,sfha (Life style) fldgila ùu" mßir ys;ldó 

ùu ie,ls,su;a jQ lreKq w;r ;snqKs' Tyq úiska fï i`oyd jHdmdr 

iólaIKhla isÿfldg ;snQ w;r th b;d wNsfhda.d;aul jQ njo" 

b;d úYd, jeo.;a f;dr;=re rdYshla ta Tiafia Wlydf.k ;snQ njo 

meyeÈ,s jqKd' ^,dNodhs;ajh" ksIamdok y÷kd .ekSu" ;dlaIKh" 

;r`.ldÍ;ajh iy fkdfhl=;a idOl&

wdrïN lsÍfï m<uq mshjr f,i ksjfia idudðlhkaf.a iydh we;sj 

b;d úYd, me< ixLHdjla isgqùu" fojkqj ;u woyi m%foaYfha 

úydria:dkdêm;s iu. idlÉPd lsÍfuka wk;=rej jHdmdßl 

ia:dkhla fkdue;sj ksIamdok úlsKSu i`oyd ̂ me< iy îc& Platform 
tlla ilia lr .ekSu" f;jkqj fmryqrejla jYfhka mdkÿr 

fld<U mrK mdf¾ udi 04 la muK ;djld,slj ñ;=rl=f.a ud¾.

fhka ,nd.;a ia:dkhl jHdmdßl ia:dkhla mj;ajd f.k hdu isÿ 

jqKd' wjidkfha§ R N Flower Market kñka mdkÿr k.rfha m%Odk 

ùÓhl nÿ moku u; ,nd.;a bvul fuu jHdmdrh fifuka fifuka 

o`M,kakg .;af;a ldg;a fkdoekSuhs' f;a ;snqKq uqo,ska b;d iq`M 

m%udKhla jeh lr ysf;a ffO¾hh" fkdmiqniakd W;aidyh fukau 

Tyqf.a jd;a;Sh oekqu" m<mqreoao" ìß`of.a fkdief,k Yla;sh iy 

iyfhda.h m%d.aOkh f,i Tyq Ndú;d l<d'

jir tlyudrlg miq fuu jD;a;slhdg b;d wdl¾YkSh ffoksl 

wdodhu;a f.k tk fiajl fiaúldjka lSm fofkl=g Rcq /lshd 

wjia:djka W;amdokh l< mßir ys;ldó jHdmdrhla Wreuhhs' wo 

;;a;ajh úfYaIhs' Tjqkaf.a ó<`. woyi iy ie,iqu Tjqka úiska b;d 

flá ld,hla ;=< f.dvk.d.;a fuu jHmdrfha ksIamdok wmkhkh 

lsÍughs' ta i`oyd ish`M ie,iqï fï jk úg ilia fldg wjidkhs' 

;j udi lsysmhlska úfoaY fj<`ofmd<g wj;S¾K ù ,xldjg úfoaY 

úksuh f.k tau Tyqf.a woyihs'

jeá jeà ke.sákakg ;sfnk yelshdj" wmsg ysñ oekqu" wmf.a 

Yla;su;a mjq,a jHQyh" ys;ñ;=rkaf.a ffO¾hu;a lsÍï" jgmsgdj iy 

mßirh ,dxlsl wm yg Wm;skau Wreuhs' ish`M fokdgu fï f,dafl 

bvla ;sfhkjd' wjia:d ;sfhkjd' tajd fidhd .ekSu wmgu whs;s 

ld¾hhla'
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Maduranga Dassanayake
Programme Director
(Bachelor Degree / Master Degree &
Doctoral Programme)
IBA Campus / BMI Campus
FMAAT, MBA, B.Sc. Bus. Admin., CCPM, AMSLIM, 
MIIA (USA), MMFI (UK), FCBA (Canada)

SILENT
KILLER
IN THE
HUMAN
LIFE...??

OCCUPATIONAL
STRESS MANAGEMENT

Occupational stress can be identified as a silent killer as it 
can put someone’s life in risk in a range of psychological, 
behavioral, and medical disorders and it is considered 
as the major health hazard of a workplace. Even though 
the causes of the occupational stress can be varied from 
a person to person, it is important to consider them as a 
top priority and to take necessary actions as the negative 
impact of stress is really critical regardless of how big or 
small they may be.

STRESS
An adaptive response to an external situation that 
results in Physical, Behavioral and Psychological 
deviations on organizational participants.
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TYPES OF STRESS  
When managing stress, it is important to have an idea on 
the different types of stress as stress management can be 
complicated and confusing if we do not have a clear idea 
on the types of stress. Basically, two types of stress can be 
identified. 

1. Eustress (Positive Side of Stress)
2. Distress (Negative Side of Stress)

CAUSES OF STRESS
Stress is a common problem that we face in our day today lives 
and everyone has different stress triggers under different 
circumstances. They can be either internal or external factors 
and we need to understand why we get stressed out, and 
how that stress might affect our lives. In order to manage 
the stress, it is essential to examine the causes of stress 
as it provides the correct direction to manage the stress 
effectively. So, we can identify three main causes of stress 
such as individual / personal stressors, workplace stressors 
and environmental stressors.

1. Individual/ Personal Stressors
	Role conflicts in personal life / job   
	Role ambiguity in personal life / job
	Personal characteristics (Negative Attitudes, Weak 

Personality)
	Health conditions
	Age (Too old or young)
	Negative life style factors (Drinking, Smoking…)
	Gender (Male / Female)
	Examinations
	Love affair

2. Workplace Stressors
	Lack of cohesiveness                                                           
	Lack of social support
	Interpersonal & intergroup conflicts
	No opportunity for promotion
	Beauracratic rules
	Downsizing of staff
	Tight control
	Only downward Communication
	Centralized decision making
	Bad working conditions

3. Environmental Stressors
	Social and cultural Issues
	Technological changes
	Economic issues
	Legal matters
	Family matters

	Traffic noise 
	Air pollution
	Difficulties with room mate
	Neighbor’s Dogs
	Loved Film/Singing star married to someone

EFFECTS OF STRESS
Everyone expresses stress from time to time and when we 
think about the effects of stress, it can affect health, thoughts, 
feelings and the behavior of a person. Even though the 
human body is designed to experience stress and react to 
it, if we will not be able to manage it correctly, it becomes 
harmful and risky. 

Under the topic of effects of risk, we can focus on three main 
categories namely psychological deviation/effects, physical 
deviation/effects, behavioral deviation/effects. 

1. Psychological Deviation/Effects 
	Lack of concentration
	Forgetfulness
	Moodiness
	Low self esteem
	Bad temper
	Depression
	Aggression
	Suicide potential

2. Physical Deviation/ Effects 
	Increase cholesterol
	Heart diseases
	Cancer
	Arthritis
	Gastritis
	Migraine
	Nerves tension
	Sexual difficulties
	Isolation

3. Behavioral Deviation/Effects
	Sleeplessness 
	Over/ under eating
	Lack of appetite
	Accident potential
	Absenteeism
	Turn-Over
	Poor performance
	CATS effect
	Nightmare
	Phobia disease
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COPING STRATEGIES FOR STRESS 
/ STRESS MANAGEMENT 
Understanding and applying healthy ways to cope and giving 
the right care and support can help reduce the stress. In order 
to manage the stress correctly and to avoid putting the entire 
well-being at risk, we need to follow appropriate methods or 
strategies. 

An effective stress management helps to break the hold 
stress has on a person’s life, by providing the correct direction 
to deal with the stress. Some of them are as follows.

1. Individual Strategies /Methods 
	Behavior self-control
	Networking with others
	Weight loss clinics
	Diets
	Take healthy foods
	Drinking more water
	Anger management
	Control your feelings
	Change your attitudes
	Counseling 
	Time management 

2. Organizational Strategies / Methods 
	Create supportive organizational culture
	Reduce organizational conflicts
	Organizational restructuring
	Employee assistance programs
	Career guidance sessions
	Plan & develop your career
	 Job re-design
	Job rotation
	Flexi time

BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY LIFE………..!
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cSú;h ch.ekSug" ienE

Tn ljqrekao
hkak y÷kd .kak¡¡¡

Qi Men Astrological Science úoHdOdßKS"
;s,x.kS fyar;a

ud Tng cSú;h —ch .ekSug˜ fnfyúka WmldÍjk úfYaIdx.hla 

bosßm;a lrkjd' fuh b;d ir, l%ufõohla wvx.= Ök fcHd;sIHh 

weiqfrka ,nd.; yels fohla'

—cSú;h ch .kak˜ kï uq,skau Tn l< hq;af;a" —Tn ljqo@˜ hkak 

b;d meyeos,sj y÷kd .ekSuhs' kuq;a wms ks;ru lrkafka thg 

m%;súreoaO foaj,a' fndfyda wjia:dj,§ wms úuis,su;a jkafka wksld 

fldhs wdldrfha flfkla o@ hkak .ek ú;ruhs' fï ;;a;ajh fjkia 

lr .;af;d;a cSú;fhka Nd.hlau Tn Èkqï'

Tng yels kï Tn ljqo@ Tnf.a ÿ¾j,;d fudkjdo@ oË;d 

fudkjdo@ ta oËlï jeä lr.kafka fldfydu o@ ÿ¾j,;d ke;s 

lr.kafka fldfydu o@ oËlï, ÿ¾j,lï jeämqr u;=jkafka fldhs 

ld,fhao@ hk ish¿u m%Yak b;d ir, wdldrfhka úiod .kak wjYH 

wdïmkak /iela fï Ök fcHd;sIHh úoHdj ;=< ieÕù ;sfnkjd' 

thg wu;rj Tng Okh ,efnkafka fldhs ld,fhao@ Okh 

ke;sjkafka fldhs ld,fha o@ Okh ,efnkúg;a fkd,efnk úg;a 

l< hq;= foa l=ula o@ ;ukag .e<fmk iqÿiqu /lshdj l=ula o@ 

th W.;a foa yryd flfrk /lshdjla o@ ke;skï jHdmdrhla o@ 

újdyh fldhs wdldrfha o@ fldhs jljdkqfõ o@ Tnf.a yd Tyqf.a 

.;smej;=ï@ orejdf.a oË;d fudkjdo@ th jvd;a j¾Okh lr 

.ekSug wjYHjk wOHdmk fËa;%h l=ula o@ orejka iy Tn w;r 

we;s iïnkaOlï fldhs wdldrfha o@ fujeks lshQ fkdlshQ fndfyda 

me;slvhka fï fcHd;sIHh yryd ir,j ú.%y fjkjd' 

ud fuys§ fldhs wdldrhlskaj;a wms ljqre;a wkq.ukh lrk 

uq,ska W.;a oekq;a Ndú;d lrk bkaoshdkq fcHd;sIHh úoHdj 

wj;lafiarejg ,la lrkafka ke;' ta bkaoshdkq fcHd;sIHh jdf.au 

fï Ök fcHd;sIHh úoHdj;a jir 5000 lg;a tyd §¾> b;sydihla 

we;s úoHdjla' bkaoshka fcHd;sIHh wdishd;sl rgj, m%p,s; jQjdfiau 

Ök fcHd;sIHh jeä jYfhkau m%p,s; jQfha ngysr rgj,a w;f¾hs' 

th tfia ùug m%Odk;u fya;=j jQfha tys we;s ir, Ndjhhs' tys§ 

wfma m%Yakhla úiod .ekSug Ndú; lrkafka" WodyrKhla f,ig 

;uka cSj;ajk ksjig wh;a 8 Èid pl%hhs' ta wkqj ,efnk úi÷ï 

b;d ir,hs' ;jo" ksok ldurh wod< m%Yakj,g wkqj fjkia lsÍu" 

;uka ksok we|" ld¾hd,Sh fïih" mdvï lrk fïih" bjqï msyqï 

lrk ,sm wdoS foaj, osYdjka fjkia lsÍu jeks iq¿ Wml%u uÕska is;d 

.; fkdyels úúO Okd;aul m%;sM, udi 3la jeks flá ld, iSudjl 

§ meyeos,sju oel.kak mq¿jka jkjd' 

bkaoshdkq fcHd;sIHh iy iuÕu Ök fcHd;sIHh b;du;a .eTqßka 

m%.=K lsÍug ug jir 18l ld,hla .; jqKd' oeka ud fojrla 

fkdis;du Tng o th bosßm;a lsÍug iQodkï¡ 

fï kj;u úfYaIdx.h ud Tnfj; bosßm;a lrkafka" fcHd;sIHh 

ms<sn| Tn oekgu;a olajk Wkkaÿjg" leue;a;g ;j ;j;a oekqï 

iïNdrhla ,nd §ughs¡ ta oekqï iïNdrh ,nd .ekSfï § bkaoshdkq 

fcHd;sIHfha;a" Ök fcHd;sIHfha;a we;s ú.%yhka fndfyda ÿrg tl 

iudk jk nj Tng jegfykjd we;s' fï fcHd;sIHh l%u 2 fndfyda 

ÿrg fjkia jkafka" wod< .eg¿jg bosßm;a lrk úi÷ï yrydhs'

Tn fuf;la fkdo;a ta Ök fcHd;sIHhg wkqj ielfik flakaø 

igykl iq¿ m%udKhla ud fuys olajd ;sfnkjd¡ Tng iïmQ¾Kfhkau 

Ök flakaø igykla oel .ekSug wjYH kï" www.joeyyap.com 
fjí wvúhg msúfikak¡ o, igyfka yqjd olajd we;s i;a;ajhd;a" Tn 

Wmkaoskfha úYajh mqrd n,h me;sr jQ m%Odk mdßißl Od;=j;a" Wmka 

fufydf;a n,h ysñ jqK i;a;ajhd;a w;r we;s ne|Sï iuQyfhka —Tn 

ljqo@˜ hkak ú.%yfjk fï Ydia;%fha .eUqr Tnj uú;hg m;alrjk 

iq¿hs' 

tÈfkod wm iuÕ .efgk wka whf.a úia;r oek .kakdjdg jvd wo 

j¾;udkfha wm uq,skau oek.; hq;af;a —uu ljqo@˜" uf.ka úYajhg 

isÿúh hq;= ld¾hh l=ula o@ hkak meyeos,s lr .ekSuhs' wms fï 

f,dalh ;=< cks; jkafka kslrefka ld,h .; lrkak fkfjhs' hï 

lsis fiajhla i|yd;a f,dalhg hym; msKsi nj;a wo wmsg wu;l 

fj,d" ta ld¾hh i|yd cSj;a jkak wmg hï hï wdodhï ud¾. 

,efnkak;a bfíu fï ie,eiau ;=< ieÕù ;sfnkjd' 

Tng —cSú;h ch.kak˜ wjxl jqjukdjla we;s kï uq,skau l< 

hq;af;a ;uka ljqo@ uf.a rdcldßh l=ula o@ ta yryd ud ÈhqKq jkafka 

fldfyduo@ hkak fidhd .ekSuhs' wms cSú;h uq,skau jroao .kafka 

wkak t;k§' kqjr hkjdkï le,E mdrj,a Tiafia .syska w;rux 

jkjdg jvd wef.a fldg,d ;sfhk is;shu wkqj .uk wrUkak'

Tng ch'''æ
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NEWS
AAT Business School 

Taxation

IT Courses

AAT Business School is a Strategic Business Unit (SBU) 
operating under the Association of Accounting Technicians 
of Sri Lanka, committed towards enhancing competencies, 
recognition and broadening the career pathway of AAT 
Students, Passed Finalists, Members and other professionals 
those seeking individual development. 

Resultantly a number of unique programs aimed at developing 
skills have been initiated and successfully carried out over 
the years. All the courses are designed and conducted by 
experts in the respective fields with continuous evaluation and 
modification of the curriculum in regular intervals. AAT Business 
School is conducting various programmes under Accounting & 
Finance, Taxation, IT, Leadership development programs and 
workshops.

PROGRAMME DURATION INTAKES HIGHLIGHTS

Microsoft Office 
Applications

4 Months
(16 Weeks) 

Every month  Anyone interested to get foundation in MS Office. 
 Topics covered are Introduction to Windows, MS Word, MS 

Excel, MS PowerPoint, MS Access, Internet and Email. 
 AAT Members can claim 10 CPD upon successful completion. 

 Provide “hands-on-training” of Accounting Applications in 
SMEs (Tally ERP, QuickBooks & MYOB). 

 AAT Members can claim 10 CPD upon successful completion. 

 Covers 40 topics within MS Excel demonstrating intrinsic 
features, shortcuts the package offers for the analyzing data. 

 AAT Members can claim 03 CPD upon successful completion. 

03 Months
(12 Weeks) 

08 Hours

Every month

Every month

Computerized 
Accounting 

Advanced MS 
Excel for Data 
Analysis

PROGRAMME DURATION INTAKES HIGHLIGHTS

Course in Taxation 03 Months February 2022  Anyone interested to improve knowledge on Taxation.
 Provides in-depth knowledge of the SL Tax system.
 Sessions include VAT, SVAT, Income Tax, RAMIS, Investment 

income etc. 
 AAT Members can claim 10 CPD upon successful completion.

 AAT PF, Members & Accounting professionals are eligible.
 Enables to deal with routine taxation issues encountered 

when running any business including filing tax returns and 
understanding liabilities and reliefs. 

 Gain practical understanding of tax administration system, 
Ecommerce, Digital taxation, Compliance management, 
Corporate governance & Ethics. 

 AAT Members can claim 15 CPD upon successful completion.

06 Months April 2022Diploma in Applied 
Taxation 
(D-Tax)

Course in Taxation Diploma in Applied Taxation
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NEWS

Workshop

Higher Diploma in Accounting & Finance (HDAF)

Accounting & Finance

The only Higher Diploma in Accounting & Finance that is equivalent to National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) Level 06 which is 
bound to provide a sound theoretical knowledge in Accounting, Finance and Management with requisite skills.

PROGRAMME DURATION INTAKES HIGHLIGHTS

PROGRAMME DURATION INTAKES HIGHLIGHTS

People & 
Leadership Skills 

Diploma in 
Accounting & 
Finance (DAF)

2 Day Program

01 Year
(2 Semesters)

Every month

May 2022 

 AAT Passed finalists are eligible. 
 Compulsory workshop in order to apply for AAT Membership. 
 Build crucial work floor competencies of learners.
 Social skills, Service skills, Presentation skills, Team working 

skills and Leadership skills are covered. 

 Students with 3 simple passes at A/Ls are eligible.  
 Provides an in-depth knowledge about accounting theories 

and practices underlying major accounting issues.
 AAT Members can claim 15 CPD upon successful completion.

Objectives of HDAF
 This equips learners to combine practical and theoretical knowledge while developing awareness of emerging trends in 

financial accounting. 
 Improve the critical thinking ability, communication, negotiation, analytical and problem-solving skills in professional and 

business contexts.
 Provides opportunities for progression in the career and higher education qualifications. 
 Focus on executive development and upliftment of our members to become aspiring leaders. 
 Provides maximum flexibility to those wishing to pursue career in accounting & finance.

Eligibility Criteria
 Students who have completed the AAT Final level/ AAT Members
 Students who have completed Diploma in Accounting & Finance (1st year)
 Any other qualification acceptable by the Study Board of Business School

Diploma Higher Diploma in Accounting and Finance

Course Duration; 01 Year (02 Semesters) Registration Fee; LKR 10,000 (Per semester) *
 Investment; LKR 62,500 (Per semester) *
 Flexibility Payment Methods Available. 

Commencement; 2nd January 2022 Lecture Mode; Online (MS Teams Platform)

Lecture Schedule; Sundays (8.30 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.)  Claim 15 CPD upon successful completion
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NEWS

AAT Sri Lanka wins Gold Award for 
the Annual Report 

AAT Sri Lanka won the Gold Award under the “Not-for-Profit Organisations (NPO) including Non-
Governmental Organisations (NGO) sector” category at the 56th Annual Report Awards 2021, 
conducted by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka. Over 70 companies, ranging from 
conglomerates, multinationals to non-profit organizations, and SMEs were honored at this year’s 
competition for their excellence in financial reporting. 
 
The prestigious award was another significant achievement by AAT Sri Lanka which amply 
demonstrated its commitment not only in the field of education but also in proper financial reporting, 
good governance, social responsibility, ethical business practices, etc. 
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NEWS AAT Sri Lanka Conference 2021-
“Leadership-Roar beyond Resilience”

Conference 2021 of AAT Sri Lanka was hosted on a highly 
relevant and sought after theme “Leadership -Roar beyond 
Resilience” as a hybrid event on 6th December 2021 at Hotel 
Galadari while a set of members participated virtually as well. 
Thought-provoking Technical Sessions coinciding with the 
substance and the significance of the theme were presented by 
eminent resource personnel on the topics “The Game Changer 
- Taking a Journey to Excellence”, “The Transformer- Yielding 
on the Versatility” and “The Adviser – Guiding to a Better 
Tomorrow”. 

Conference 2021 was inaugurated under the patronage of Hon. 
(Dr.) Susil Premajayantha, State Minister of Education Reforms, 
Open Universities and Distance Learning Promotion as the Chief 
Guest and Mr.Rohan Pallewatta,  Executive Chairman - Lanka 
Harness Co. (Pvt) Ltd. as the keynote speaker. 
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NEWS

AAT Sri Lanka Conference 2021-
“Leadership-Roar beyond Resilience”
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NEWS Seminars and Professional 
Development Programmes

The Seminars and Professional Development (SPD) Committee 
- 2020/2021 of AAT Sri Lanka continued to fulfil its main 
commitment to our membership this year by conducting a series 
of webinars with the objective of facilitating the Continuous 
Professional Development (CPD) of the members. The line-up 
of webinars organized covered many areas including some 
current hot topics featuring many leading resource personnel 
in the field.

In March, a webinar on ‘Wind up of Companies’, a topic that 
is frequently visited during CPD sessions was held while a 
webinar titled ‘Employee adjustment and well-being in the era of 
Covid-19 and beyond: Implications on people and management’ 
was held in June. During the same month, the Committee was 
able to conduct another programme on ‘Obtaining cutting edge 
skills for business development’ which was blessed with a  
huge participation.

The Committee’s focus in July was on the “Latest Tax 
Amendments” and in August the featured topic was ‘An overview 
of the Port City and its benefits to the nation”. In September, a 
webinar on “Documentation when performing assurance and 
other engagements was held.  

Annual budget proposals which is a most sought after seminar 
by members was held in November 2021 as a free webinar with 
the contribution of the experts in the field and participation of a 
large audience.  

The Seminars and Professional Development Committee values 
the opportunity it has got in providing our members with the 
most up to date information and knowledge and hopes that all  
members would avail of these CPD opportunities.
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NEWS

Seminars and Professional 
Development Programmes
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AAT Virtual Quiz
Competition 2021NEWS

Being the 2nd virtual event hosted by the AAT Members’ Welfare 
Committee, AAT Virtual Quiz Competition 2021 was a well-liked 
by event among the AAT Membership.

The competition successfully concluded on 17th July 2021 via 
Zoom. This was no doubt a novel experience to AAT members 

as it was introduced for the first time in AAT’s history by the 
Members’ Welfare Committee. While it was helpful in enhancing 
the knowledge of the members, it was run as  a fun filled activity 
which was enjoyed by all the participants. The winners were 
awarded with cash prizes.   

Winners -  AAT Quiz Competition 2021
 Place Mem. No Name with Initials
Overall
 1st Place LF342 Mr. H.L.P.D ABHAYASINGHE
 2nd Place LM12717 Mr. M.U.M.MANSOOR
 3rd Place M12191 Mr. L.C. ELAKANDA

Round Winners   
Round 01 1st Place M11775 Ms. V.A.R.B. SEWWANDI
 2nd Place M4459 Mr. G.G.S.S.JAYAWARDANE
   
Round 02 1st Place LF342 Mr. H.L.P.D ABHAYASINGHE
 2nd Place LM11537 Ms. M.H. MUNDIGALA
   
Round 03 1st Place LM12717 Mr. M.U.M.MANSOOR
 2nd Place LS730 Mr. D.M.T DHARSHANA
   
Round 04 1st Place LS701 Mr. S.A.D LALINDA SAMPATH
 2nd Place LF342 Mr. H.L.P.D ABHAYASINGHE
   
Round 05 1st Place LM12717 Mr. M.U.M.MANSOOR
 2nd Place LS730 Mr. D.M.T DHARSHANA

Other five (05) winners 
 1 LS753 Mr. J.P.M GAMAGE
 2 LM12837 Ms. M.H.I.PEIRIS
 3 LS765 Mr. A ATHITHAN
 4 M12936 Mr. A.S.P.FERNANDO
 5 M12104 Mr. P.A.D.H.RADISHA
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AAT Virtual Debate 
Competition

The Virtual Debate Competition among AAT Members was 
another successful virtual event hosted by the Members Welfare 
Committee in a series of virtual events organized to add a whole 
new virtual experience to our member fraternity. 

Best Speakers of the competition
Best Speaker at the Grand Finale - Buddhi Pathiraja
Best Speaker at the debate - Lester Aponso
leading to 3rd Place
Best Speaker at the Semi-final 01 - Dhammika Priyangani
Best Speaker at the Semi-final 02 - Chanika Pathirana

Best Speaker at the Debate No. 01 - Lester Aponso
Best Speaker at the Debate No. 02 - Gunasekara Rathnayake
Best Speaker at the Debate No. 03 - Dhammika Priyangani

This event was conducted virtually with 8 registered teams. 
The preliminary rounds of the competition were conducted on 
Sunday, 3rd October 2021 and 4 teams were debated at the 
Semi-finals on Saturday, the 9th October 2021. The debate for 
the 3rd place and the Grand Finale of the AAT Virtual Debate 
Competition was held on Sunday, 17th October 2021. 

NEWS

The Winners of the Virtual Debate 

Gr
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Place
1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

Team Vision

Team Ascent A

Team Ascent C

Winner

Team Members

Team Members

Team Members

Buddhi Pathiraja
P D Sameera Chathuranga
S.V Chathurika Wijesinghe
Safaa Farook

Ranasinghege Dhammika Priyangani
Rupasinghe Arachchige Kapila Jeewantha
P. Babukumar
R.M Dingiri Bandara

Gordon Lester Aponso   
K.A.Asanka Manjula                 
W. M. Milan Chanaka              
S. Elangovan 

There were many thought provoking ideas generated during 
these debates which helped to enhance the knowledge of the 
participants and the viewers. The competition was judged by an 
eminent panel who were well experienced in the industry. 

Mr Indraka Liyanage, Chairman of the committee addressing 
the final day participants and viewers briefed about the 
challenges faced to conduct physical events for members, and 
was thankful for his Committee and the organizing team of the 
competition. There were cash prizes awarded to the winners 
and the best speakers while all participants were presented 
with a certificate of participation. In addition, it was proposed to 
make this event an annual event in the AAT Member’s Welfare 
Committee calendar. 
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AAT Poson Bathi Gee and 
Decorations Competition 2021NEWS

AAT Poson Bathi Gee and Decorations among AAT Members 
were organized by the Members’ Welfare Committee on a virtual 
platform in the absence of the luxury to hold a physical event. 

The decorations competition showcased the artistic skills 
of the members who have come up with many creative ideas 
with traditional and modern artworks which attracted a lot of 
enthusiasm, likes and shares in the virtual platform. Cash prizes 
were awarded for those who performed exceptionally well and 
emerged as winners. Mr. Udesh Weerasinghe (M12443) became 
the winner of the Poson Decoration segment. 

AAT Poson Bathi Gee Competition was launched under 
individual and group categories capturing a significant interest 
of the Members. Cash prizes were also awarded to the best 
performers. Ms. Nimesha Maduwanthi (M10046) became the 
winner of the individual category while AAT Toastmasters’ 
Group emerged as the winner of the Group Category.
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AAT Night 2021 

The most colorful event of the AAT Members’ Welfare Committee Calender, AAT Members’ Night was 
successfully concluded on 21st December 2021 at the AAT Center, Narahenpita. Hidden singing and 
dancing talents made the year-end celebrations memorable for a long time.

NEWS
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Throw away your nervousness,
Join AATSL Toastmasters Club         

When you speak in front of an audience, you may get a feeling 
that you have succumbed to serious accident. Nervousness is 
the biggest challenge in public speaking. If you fail to expel your 
nervousness, you will have to pay heavy penalty in your career 
life as well as in your social life. How can you find a solution for 
this? The Toastmasters is the best solution. The Toastmasters 
is the place where you can learn how to throw away your 
nervousness. The Toastmasters training helps you to become a 
competent communicator who has no more stage fear to deliver 
a speech even before a large gathering under any given topic. If 
you need to achieve the competency in any given task, you must 
be at it and practice thoroughly. Say for an example, if you want 
to be a competent driver you have to do it under different and 
difficult situations. Communication is also similar to that. You 
cannot achieve excellence just by sitting and dreaming about 
that. The Toastmasters is a self-training program mentored 
by senior Toastmasters under the guidance of Toastmasters 
International to create competent communicators and leaders. 
During the past hundred years of the Toastmasters’ history, over 
4 million people have reaped the harvest of the Toastmasters 
and currently it is the biggest organization next to the UNO 
which has 300,000 membership base and spread among 149 
countries in the globe.

AATSL Toastmasters Club is one of the leading clubs in District 
82 which has a strong membership base of about 50. Throughout 
the year we conducted many events in addition to the normal 
club meetings in order to enhance the communication and 
leadership skills of our members. A few among them are joint 
meetings with other clubs not only with the clubs in vicinity but 
also with overseas clubs and family outing to remote locations 
like Anuradhapura, Monaragala to provide opportunity to enjoy 
life and having relief from the hectic life. Tax seminars and open 
day programs are routing events in our year calendar.    

Year 2020/2021 is a jubilant year for AATSL Toastmasters 
club because three of our members namely TM Babu Kumar, 
TM Kapila Jeewantha and TM Dr. Kasun Wijethilaka achieved 
the highest accolade of DTM of Toastmasters. Producing more 
members with the colors of DTM in the years to come is one 
of our main objectives. If you join with us, you also can be one 
of them. Not only that, during the year our club achieved many 
International Awards also namely ;  

1. Golden Club Award
2. President’s Distinguished Award
3. Triple Star Award
4. Publicity Star Award – Gold Award
5. Best Social Media Presence – Silver award
6. Eight-80 Membership Award 
7. Beyond Boundaries Award
8. Smedley Membership Building Award
9. Talk up Membership Building Award  
10. Beat the Clock Award

We have taken the AATSL brand to the international level and 
you also can be a proud member of this prestigious club to uplift 
your personal life to greater heights and to bring honor to the 
organization in which you are also a honorable member.   

NEWS
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International President of Toastmasters 
International Virtually Visited AATSL 
Emerging Toastmasters 

The AATSL Emerging Toastmasters Club began its journey 
into its third Toastmaster’s year whilst setting an exemplary 
standard to its club and the fraternity as a whole. The Executive 
Committee of the Club worked tirelessly with the guidance of 
the President TM Thinusha Bamunuarachchi together with the 
other members to make this dream come true. 

The event was coloured by many dynamic individuals from 
various Districts around the globe as role players while the 
spotlight of the event was the keynote speaker, Margaret Page, 
DTM who is the International President – Elect at Toastmasters 
International. International President together with an amazing 
tag team with seven (07) district directors both past and 
present, added the salt and pepper to the event with an amazing 
participation of more than 80+ Toastmasters around the world. 
The tag team was proudly led by the district director of district 
82, Srianthie Salgado, DTM for the evening. 

Immediate Past District Director Noorul Munawwara, DTM 
and Past District Director Sarma Mahalingam, DTM played the 
roles of quiz master and evaluations master for the day. Their 
roles were indeed remarkable as it added great value to the 
spectators whilst enjoying themselves. 
The quiz master Noorul Munawwara, 
DTM paid very close attention to the 
four prepared speakers of the club and 
eventually threw some questions to 
the audience to evaluate how attentive 
the audience was. Towards the end of 
the session, the answers were revealed 
and the members who got it right were 
recognized too. Sarma Magalingam, 
DTM did a splendid job by evaluating 
the prepared speech evaluators in the 
meeting. Accordingly, there were four 
prepared speeches by the Club’s very own 
members and 4 district directors namely, 
Zilva Boaz, DTM (District Director, District 
87), Pawas Chandra, DTM (Past District 
Director, District 92), Yusuke Ohashi, 
DTM (Immediate District Director, District 
76) and Nuchanath Aumpradithpun, DTM 
(District Director, District 97) graced the 
occasion to evaluate them.

‘I would urge you to do three (03) things 
after every meeting. It is to record three 
things you learned from the meeting, 
next, send 2 unique complements for two 
members from the meeting and finally send a note of gratitude 
to someone from the meeting’, said Margaret Page, DTM during 
her keynote speech.

She indeed bought out the purpose of Toastmasters into 
lime light whilst using her personal experiences to aspire 
the audience in the virtually connected Zoom room. After an 
inspiring keynote speech, the most interesting segment of 
any Toastmasters meeting was kick started by the Division 
Director of Division B, TM Jeewana Pradeep. The segment 
was none other than the table topics segment, in other words 
the impromptu speaking session. The four (04) speakers who 
volunteered during the session was evaluated by the Division 
Director of Division E, Moditha Sendanayake, DTM and the 
Division Director of Division H, Mohammed Rifnaz, DTM.  

Apart from the special dignitaries, there were many members 
who played different roles like the Toastmaster of the day who 
was the club’s Vice President – Education, TM Aruni Kanchana, 
timer’s role by TM Ranjith Kumara, Ah – Counters role by TM 
Anuradha and last but not the least the Grammerian role by TM 
Shehani who was from the AATSL Toastmasters Club. 

The kickoff meeting was indeed a milestone and a trigger 
to a legacy of making the impossible possible by the AATSL 
Emerging Toastmasters Club. A strong team with an extremely 

dynamic, potential and determined member base, team AATSL 
Emerging is in a mission to help their members develop, for 
members are the ones who make the moment a worthwhile. 

NEWS
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Speechcraft
program of AAT

AAT Speechcraft is a ten day extended workshop on 
communication and leadership conducted by the 
Toastmasters supported by a team of presenters and 
mentors and guided by a coordinator. This was a combined 
effort of both Toastmasters clubs, AATSL Emerging 
Toastmasters and AATSL Toastmasters.

In 2021, the program started on the 1st of July and there were 
10 successful sessions conducted with eight educational 
sessions which were conducted by talented Toastmasters 

NEWS

The winners

Winner of the Speechcraft 2021 Grand finale - 
Speechcrafter Indika Kumara 

2nd place  -  Speechcrafter Kalaivaanny Yohendrarajah

3rd place -  Speechcrafter  Kingsley Bandarawatta

Speechcrafter Keshani Kokila emerged as the “Most 
Improved Speechcrafter” and Iroshan Munasingha 
was awarded with the title the “Outstanding 
Speechcrafter”.

in district 82, Sri Lanka. The Grand Finale was held on the 
2nd of September 2021 with a Speech Contest among the 
ten Speechcrafters. TM Lalith Manage served as the Main 
Coordinator with 3 other Coordinators. TM Sunil Wanigabadu 
and TM Indraka Liyanage were the Chief Guests of the night. 

At the end of the day, it was witnessed how competently the 
Speechcrafters had progressed from the first session to the 
end.  All the Toastmasters of both clubs worked as a team to 
make this event a success. 
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AAT JOB BANK

AAT Job Bank plays a dual role and provides both job 
seekers and training organizations/companies with 
shared benefits. AAT curriculum requires students to 
obtain both theoretical and professional aspects of 
the relevant subjects. A Passed Finalist is required 
to complete one year of training to be qualified as a 
member of the Association. Thus, the idea of building 
a job bank within AAT emerged to fulfill these dual 
requirements.

This is an invitation for AAT students, Passed Finalists 
and Members who are seeking training opportunities, 
employment or career advancement to register with 
the AAT Job Bank.

Candidates are requested to fill the latest CV format 
available in the https://aatsl.lk/index.php/en/training/
job-bank website and send to jobbank@aatsl.lk. The job 
seekers are advised to resubmit the updated CVs if they 
have not been selected for any vacancy within a period 
of 3 months and requested to provide regular feedbacks 
on the progress.

FOR INQUIRIES CALL: Saumya 011-2 559 669 (EXT. 
211)

Employers

Job Seekers

Job Status 

Free Service 

 Audit Firms
 Private Companies
 Government Organizations
 Departments & Corporates

 Accounts/Audit Trainees 
 Accounts Executives
 Accounts Assistants
 Assistant Accountants/ Accountants

 Training placement
 Career Development
 Free of charge to job seekers &   
 Training Organizations / Employers

 AAT Students
 Passed Finalists
 AAT Members

Ful�ll the trainingrequirement of students
Build up your potential Strengthen yourprofession
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Ambala Junior School receives 
water after eight decadesNEWS

“Water” is one of the most important substances on earth 
and an essential resource in the daily life of the people. 
However,  Ambala Junior School situated in the hill country of 
the Teldeniya Education Division in Medamahanuwara which 
provides education to around 230 students from grade one to 
ordinary level did not have the basic need of water for the last 
eight decades. 

The school did not have a permanent water supply from the 
inception and the former Principals who worked there as well as 
the surrounding villagers have helped students and teachers by 
supplying water to the school on their expense as there was no 
permanent solution for drinking water. 

The Association of Accounting Technicians of Sri Lanka learnt 
about the issue of unavailability of water at Ambala Junior 
School through Facebook. AAT Sri Lanka immediately decided 
to extend hands of humanity and worked on this project under 
their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) to implement a 
permanent solution.  This was the best news for the school 
as well as for the students & teachers as they were seeking 

for a permanent solution through all official authorities which 
was not successful until AAT Sri Lanka visited the school and 
started on the project. 

Despite the efforts of various individuals who try to create 
chaos between different religious groups, a Muslim Mosque 
volunteering to provide water to a school with a majority of 
Sinhala Buddhist children was reflecting inter-ethnic harmony 
and was heart touching which was motivating AAT Sri Lanka to 
go on with this project. However, the responsibility of supplying 
water from the mosque to a tank mounted to a new concrete 
stand to keep the 500 liter water tank and then to lay pipes from 
the mosque to the school premises and distribute them to the 
wash basins and the washrooms of the school were undertaken 
by AAT Sri Lanka. Within one and a half months, AAT Sri Lanka 
was able to complete the entire project with the help of the 
villagers and the Muslim Mosque and this project had given the 
students of Ambala Junior School a new beginning and new 
hope.
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NEWS
Star-studded performance OF
AAT students at the 2020 A/Ls 

Madhuwanthi Upamali is a proud AAT student who bagged 
the 2nd place in the island in 2020 A/L examination in the 
commerce stream. She is also the 1st in the Colombo District 
in the commerce stream. She has followed her AAT studies 
and became a Passed Finalist even one year prior to her A/L 
examination with the excellent support received through AAT 
curriculum for her A/L studies.

AAT Mash - Virtual Day

VIRTUAL EVENTS FOR AAT STUDENTS

For the first time in the AAT history, we were able to conduct 
a virtual day for the after O/L students. The event was named 
“AAT Mash” and was conducted for 3 days with the participation 
of stars in the music industry of Sri Lanka. The first day was 
hosted by the popular singer Adithya Weliwatte, the second day 
by another famous singer Madhuvi Vaithyalingam and the final 
day by Nadeemal Perea, one of the most popular singers in Sri 
Lanka.

Each session ran for one and a half hours attracting many 
students to this colorful and successful event conducted by the 
AAT Sri Lanka.  At the end of the session, students were given an 
opportunity to have a private discussion with AAT Officials via 
WhatsApp and Zoom to get details on AAT.
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NEWS

AAT Student Awrudu
Kumara & Kumariya

AAT Sri Lanka conducted the AAT Online Awrudu Kumara and Kumariya competition successfully 
for the second time in the year 2021 too. More than 100 existing students participated in the 
competition from all the corners of the country. Mr Devinda Perera from Piliyandala was crowned as 
the AAT Online Awrudu Kumara while Ms Dilumi Yapabandara from Kandy was crowned as the AAT 
Online Awrudu Kumariya. Having received a large number of likes for their beautiful photographs, the 
winners were able to grab a lot of attention from the AAT Facebook page followers. 

VIRTUAL EVENTS FOR AAT STUDENTS
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NEWS

Vesak Lantern
Competition for students

The Vesak festival was compelled to be celebrated 
online this year due to the lockdown and AAT planned 
another student engagement activity as “Vesak lantern 
competition” for the second time in AAT history. Around 
100 students participated in the competition most of 
whom have used reusable and green items to create their 

lanterns. Many new creative and attractive lanterns were 
made by students with the support of their parents and 
family members. The Vesak decoration with the highest 
likes was selected and Tharindi Wijekoon from Balangoda 
bacame the winner at the Vesak lantern competition - 
2021. 

VIRTUAL EVENTS FOR AAT STUDENTS
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NEWS
Launch of a New TV 
Advertisement

Breaking the traditional approaches and promotions, AAT  
Sri Lanka was able to launch a new TV commercial targeting O/L 
student for the O/L intake. This was the biggest TV advertisement 
done in the AAT history and was an unbelievable milestone in 
social media and the TV industry. The new commercial was  
directed with a heart-touching story between a mother and a 
son and his selection of a path to become successful in life. 
There were over 2 million views on social media within the first 
month of the launch and this was advertised through all famous 
local channels. 
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INSEARCH FEEDBACK AND SUGGESTIONS

Relevance

Quality of the content

Knowledge integration

Updating you with industry 
and world trends

Excellent Good Average Poor

1. How do you rate this InSearch in terms of attributes set out below?
 (you may     the relevant cage)

2. What are your suggestions on the topics / areas of content for the next volume of   
 InSearch  2022?

3. What is your overall comment on this InSearch magazine?

Name with Initials:
Membership No.:

Signature:
Date:

WE ARE
PASSIONATE
TO HEAR
FROM YOU

We would be pleased to know the interest 

and value you place on the InSearch and 

what your expectations are. Your valued 

suggestions / comments would undoubtedly 

assist us serve you and your fraternity better.  

Please forward the completed feedback form 

via membership@aatsl.lk.

Thank you.
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NOTE:






